Students
Interactive/Digital, David Woodward Digital Map Award
**Winner:** Andrew Pineda, California State University, Long Beach - *Benefits of Trees*

**Honorable Mentions:**
Sirius T. Bontea, University of Kentucky - *North American Snowy Owls*

https://api.mapbox.com/styles/v1/janezhenggis/ckv9ycja99v9z14p14fgh3h7f.html?title=copy&access_token=pk.eyJ1IjoiamFuZXpoZW5nZXciLCJhIjoidWlrem44cTJwNXlybnFwZWD1bNV1eGcifQ.Jsjue1ShLY0ipszKYzSoZw&zoomwheel=true&fresh=true#1.2/0/360.6

Arthur Robinson Print Map Award
**Winner:** Jake Steinberg, University of Wisconsin-Madison, *Slivers of an Ancient Forest*

**Honorable Mentions:**
Peter Atwood, Centre For Geographic Sciences, Nova Scotia Community College, *Great Smoky Mountains National Park Atlas*

Kevin Chen, Centre For Geographic Sciences, Nova Scotia Community College, *Flathead National Forest, Natural Earth Hillshade Map*


Gengkui Liu, University of Wisconsin-Madison, *I (Heart) Iceland*

Professional Book/Atlas
**Winner:** Wenqiang Yao, Jing Xin, Chenxi Yu, Meilan Liu, Xi Tang, Min Wang, Xin Luo, Aijun Lu, Qingwei Wang, Ying Jing, Shanghai Surveying and Mapping Institute, *Atlas of Shanghai*

**Honorable Mention:**
Min Liu, Xi Tang, Yue Zhang, Shenjun Yao, Qing Zhao, Wen Chen, Jie Yin, Jianping Wu, Jiayi Fang, Feiran Sun, Xuli Yang, East China Normal University and Chinese Map Publishing House, *China-Russia-India: Atlas of Urban Public Safety in Coastal Cities of BRICS Countries*

Interactive/Digital
**Winner:** Gergely Baics, Wright Kennedy, Rebecca Kobrin, Laura Kurgan, Leah Meisterlin, Dan Miller, Mae Ngai, Eric Brelsford, D. Vinay Dixit, Nicolette Hayes, Inhye Lee, Bernardo Loureiro, Barnard College, Columbia University, and Stamen Design, *Mapping Historical New York: A Digital Atlas*
mappinghny.com
Honorable Mentions:
Justin Madron, Nathaniel Ayers, Ed Ayers, University of Richmond, Digital Scholarship Lab, 
https://dsl.richmond.edu/southernjourney/

Ryan Morris, Riley D. Champine, Matthew W. Chwastyk, Katie Armstrong, Martin Gamache, 
Fernando G. Baptista, Taylor Maggiacomo, Eve Conant, Cindy Leitner, Theodore Sickley, Scott 
Zillmer, Elaine Bradley, Alexander Stegmaier (contractor), National Geographic, *Serengeti in Motion*  

Other  
Honorable Mention: Daniel P. Huffman, somethingaboutmaps, *Continental Divides (North America)*

Recreation/Travel  
Winner: David Sherman, Clearway Energy Group, *National Park Road Trip Atlas*

Honorable Mentions:  
David Lambert, Rachael Carpenter, National Geographic, *Great Basin National Park* 
Jeremy Goldsmith, Christopher Knoll, National Geographic, *Wind River Range (North and South)* 
Gabriel Rousseau and Matt Christenson, USDOI Bureau of Land Management, *Warner Wetlands* 
Margot Carpenter, Stephen Engle, Julianna Stoll, Hope Rowan, Nicole Grohoski, Center for Community GIS (CCGIS), *South Florida: Outdoor Adventures & Touring Guide* 
Katie Chiu, John Trager, Alyssa Farrier, The Huntington Library, Art Museum, and Botanical Gardens, *Huntington Desert Garden Collection*

Reference:  
Winner: Matthew W. Chwastyk and Manuel Canales, National Geographic, *Imprints of a Water Past* 

Honorable Mentions:  
Matthew W. Chwastyk, Irene Berman-Vaporis, Eric Knight, and Alberto Lucas López, National Geographic, *Planet Ocean* 
Manuel Canales, Patricia Healy, Eve Conant, Scott Zillmer, Hannah Tak, Alexander Stegmaier, Antoine Collignon, Matt Twombly, National Geographic, *Solar System in Action* 
Leif Karlstrom and Daniel O’Hara, University of Oregon, *Volcanoes of the Cascades* 
Christina Shintani and Heather Gabriel Smith, National Geographic, *Free Flowing Rivers*
Daniel P. Huffman, somethingaboutmaps, *Upstate Test Route*

**Thematic:**

**Winner:** Riley D. Champine, Scott Elder, Stephen Tyson, National Geographic and contractors, *Siachen Glacier, Border Lines in Dispute*

**Honorable Mentions:**
Riley D. Champine, Matthew W. Chwastyk, Katie Armstrong, Martin Gamache, Fernando G. Baptista, Taylor Maggiacomo, Eve Conant, Cindy Leitner, Theodore Sickley, Scott Zillmer, Elaine Bradley, Alexander Stegmaier (Contractor), National Geographic, *Serengeti in Motion*

Matthew W. Chwastyk and Taylor Maggiacomo, Martin von Wyss, National Geographic, *Glory and Gore*

Andrew DiMatteo, CheloniData LLC, State of the World’s Sea Turtles program, *SWOT - Biogeography of Olive Ridley Sea Turtles*

Daniel P. Huffman, somethingaboutmaps, *Ancestral Branches*


**Best of Show (tie)**
Wenqiang Yao, Jing Xin, Chenxi Yu, Meilan Liu, Xi Tang, Min Wang, Xin Luo, Aijun Lu, Qingwei Wang, Ying Jing, Shanghai Surveying and Mapping Institute, *Atlas of Shanghai*

And

**Judges**
Tom Patterson, Mark Denil, Brooke Marston, Dan Cole